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Abstract Preferences for anal sex roles (top/bottom) are an
important aspect of gay male identity, but scholars have only

recently begun to explore the factors that covary with these

preferences. Here, we argue that the gendered nature of both
racialstereotypes(i.e.,Blackmenaremasculine,Asianmenare

feminine) and sexual role stereotypes (i.e., tops are masculine,

bottoms are feminine) link the categoriesAsian/bottomand the
categories Black/top.We provide empirical evidence for these

claims at three levels of analysis: At the cultural level based

upongaymen’sstereotypicbeliefsaboutothers (Study1),at the
interpersonal levelbasedupongaymen’sperceptionsofothers’

sexual role preferences (Study 2), and at the intrapersonal level

based upon racially diversemen’s self-reported sexual roles on
a public hookup website (Study 3). These studies offer the first

systematic evidence of linkages between race categories and

sexual roles in gay male communities.
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Introduction

Sexual role preferences are an important aspect of gay identity,

allowingmen to establish‘‘rules of engagement’’and select part-

ners with complementary behavioral tendencies (Carrier, 1977;
Moskowitz, Rieger, & Roloff, 2008; Wei & Raymond, 2011).

Specifically, there are three sexual role preferences that gaymen

frequently endorse: top (a man who prefers to be the insertive
partner during anal sex), bottom (a man who prefers to be the

receptive partner during anal sex), and versatile (a man who is

content being the insertive or receptive partner during anal sex).
While not all gay men identify with one of these three labels,

many do and they explain a large portion of variance in these

men’s sexual behaviors (Moskowitz et al., 2008).
Alongside descriptive research about gaymen’s sexual role

preferences, researchers have begun to examine overlap be-

tween these preferences and other personal attributes. For ex-
ample, several studies have indicated gendered overlap with

sexual role preferences, such that femininemen identify as and

are perceived to be bottomswhereasmasculinemen identify as
and are perceived to be tops (Carrier, 1977; Tskhay & Rule,

2013a; Weinrich et al., 1992). While certainly intriguing, re-

searchaboutcorrelatesofgaymen’ssexual rolepreferenceshas
focused primarily on gendered features among White targets.

However, gay communities are diverse, and there is a growing
recognition of the importance of intersectional identities in

social perception (Cole, 2009; Purdie-Vaughns & Eibach,

2008). If assessments of sexual role preferences are indeed
influenced by gendered cues, then these assessments may also

be influenced by other features that vary along gendered lines.

In particular, we propose that racial groups are imbued with
gendered information, such thatAsianmen are perceived to be

feminine and Black men are perceived to be masculine. It fol-

lows that these racial groups should trigger specific beliefs
about gay men’s sexual role preferences (Asian=bottom,

Black= top). Here, we tested this hypothesis by examining

overlap between gay men’s race category memberships, gen-
dered features, and sexual role preferences atmultiple levels of

analysis.
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Sexual Roles and Overlapping Beliefs About Race

and Gender

As noted above, sexual role preferences describe the behavioral

tendencies of gaymen (Moskowitz et al., 2008). However, their

impact does not end there: Sexual role preferences are imbued
with broader stereotypic information that guides impressions of

men’s appearances and personalities (Hoppe, 2011). For exam-

ple, sexual role preferences are commonly associated with be-
liefs about gender typicality. Populations ranging from the

Caribbean to Mexico, China, and the United States share the

belief that tops aremasculine anddominantwhereas bottomsare
feminine and submissive (Carballo-Diéguez et al., 2004; Gil,

2007; Jeffries, 2009; Johns, Pingel, Eisenberg, Santana, &

Bauermeister, 2012; Weinrich et al., 1992; Zheng, Hart, &
Zheng, 2013). Moreover, gay men generally describe tops as

muscular, tall, and well-endowed, whereas they describe bot-

toms as slender and lesswell-endowed (Carballo-Diéguez et al.,
2004).Theseeffectsalsoplayout inself-identifications, suchthat

men who embody traditionally masculine features (e.g., large

penis, muscular) tend to identify as tops whereas men who em-
body more feminine features (e.g., small penis, slender) tend to

identify as bottoms (Moskowitz&Hart, 2011). Thus, gaymen’s

sexual roles strongly overlap with gendered attributes, such that
tops are associated with masculinity and bottoms are associated

with femininity.

While beliefs linking gay men’s sexual roles to their gen-
dered features abound, evidence regarding the validity of these

beliefs is more mixed. Some studies have suggested that such

gendered beliefs are valid. For example, Carrier (1977) found
thatmen identifyingasbottomsweremore likely thanweremen

identifying as tops to have enjoyed gender-atypical activities as

children. Weinrich et al. (1992) found that men who reported a
femininegender identityearly in lifeweremorelikely toidentify

as bottoms than as tops during adulthood. Tskhay and Rule

(2013a) found that attending to gendered features affords ac-
curate perceptions of gay men’s sexual role preferences. How-

ever,otherstudieshavequestionedthevalidityof theassociation

between gender typicality and sexual roles. Kippax and Smith
(2001) reported that some self-identified bottoms actively resist

feminine stereotypes, garnering power while still enacting the

bottom role. Moreover, a study of gaymen in NewYork found
no significant differences between tops and bottoms in their

responses to self-report measures tapping gender role identity

during childhood, adolescence, and adulthood (Wegesin &
Meyer-Bahlburg, 2000). Thus, the accuracy of people’s gen-

dered stereotypes about tops and bottoms may or may not be

accurate. Still, the fact remains that widespread belief systems
dictate that bottoms are feminine and tops are masculine in

various aspects of their behavior, personality, and appearance.
If expectations about tops and bottoms indeed vary along gen-

dered lines, then they should also covary alongside other features

associatedwithgender,especiallybecausegenderedbeliefsstrongly

impact person perception (Bem, 1993; Deaux& Lewis, 1984). As

just one example of the powerful associations between gender and
other social categories, two recent studies uncovered strong overlap

inpeople’sbeliefsaboutgenderandrace,suchthatBlackindividuals

of both sexes were perceived to embody masculine traits whereas
Asian individualsofbothsexeswereperceived toembodyfeminine

traits (Goff, Thomas, & Jackson, 2008; Johnson, Freeman, &

Pauker,2012).Notonlydogenderedcuesoverlapwithexplicit
beliefs about other social categories, but they also guide basic

visualprocessingandcategorization(Zebrowitz&Montepare,
2006). Specifically,Asian faces of both sexes have a relatively

feminized facial appearancewhereasBlack facesofboth sexes

have a relatively masculinized facial appearance, leading to
faster andmore accurate sex categorizations ofBlackmen and

Asian women relative to Black women and Asian men (Goff

et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2012). Moreover, these gendered
expectationsof racialgroups impact sexualorientationcatego-

rizations, such that perceivers are more likely to categorize

Asianmen as gay relative to Blackmen (Johnson&Ghavami,
2011). Finally, these associations can evenbias the social roles

thatpeople fulfill, such thatWhitewomenpreferBlack relative

to Asian men in romantic relationships and White men prefer
Asian relative to Black women in romantic relationships (Galin-

sky, Hall, & Cuddy, 2013). Thus, race and gender categories are

stronglyrelated,with implications for socialperceptionsaswellas
personal relationships.

In summary, existing studies have revealed that both race

categoriesandsexualrolepreferencesvaryalonggenderedlines.In
lightof thiscommonassociation,wepropose that racialgroupsare

linked to sexual roles in the gay community. Specifically, bottoms

are widely believed to be feminine, a trait often ascribed to Asian
men;topsarewidelybelievedtobemasculine,atraitoftenascribed

to Black men. By extension, we hypothesized that the categories

BlackandtopandthecategoriesAsianandbottomarelinkeddueto
the overlapping gender cues communicated by each category.

Despite theoretical rationale for these claims, however, systematic

evidence is sparse. Below, we use sexual scripting theory as a
framework to develop and test specific hypotheses linking race

categories to gaymen’s preferred sexual roles.

Sexual Scripting Theory and Sexual Role Preferences

Sexual scripting theory (Gagnon&Simon,1973,1986)provides

a useful framework for understanding the proposed links be-
tween race categories and sexual role preferences. The theory

specifies threeways inwhich sexual belief systemsgain traction:

cultural scripts (i.e., historical narratives and shared belief sys-
tems dictating appropriate sexual desires and behaviors), inter-

personal scripts (i.e., the ways in which individuals think about

and infer others’ sexual desires and behaviors), and intrapsychic
scripts (i.e., theways inwhich individuals think about their own

sexual desires andbehaviors).Once established, these scripts are
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thought to informbeliefs about oneself andothers, affectinghow

people understand and practice sex (Parker & Gagnon, 1995).
Drawing upon the levels of analysis described by sexual

scripting theory, we propose that evidence for an association

between race categories and sexual role preferenceswill emerge
in cultural, interpersonal, and intrapersonal domains. Some lim-

ited evidence supports each of these claims.At the cultural level,

Wilson et al. (2009) found thatmenwho used the Internet to find
bareback sexpartnersoftendescribedBlackpartners indistinctly

masculine terms reminiscent of tops (e.g., aggressive, dominant,
hyper-masculine, macho, well-endowed) and Asian partners in

distinctly feminine terms reminiscent of bottoms (e.g., submis-

sive, effeminate, small physical stature, less well-endowed).
While these trendsareconsistentwithourpredictions, they relied

on a small qualitative sample of men who sought bareback sex,

precluding a more general test of gay men’s overlapping beliefs
about race categories and sexual roles.

At the interpersonal level, several studies have offered

suggestive evidence linking race categories to perceptions of
gaymen’s sexual roles. Inastudyofmaleescorts,Logan(2010)

uncoveredapricepremiumforBlacktopsbutapricepenaltyfor

Black bottoms, suggesting that consumers may value escorts
whose race is consistent with expectations about their sexual

role. Tskhay and Rule (2013a) found that straight perceivers

utilizedgenderedfacialcues to labelWhitegaymen’spreferred
sexual roles, categorizing feminine men as bottoms and mas-

culine men as tops. Still, it remains possible that race category

membership systematically biases these perceptions, espe-
cially in light of recent evidence that Black men exhibit

relatively masculine facial cues whereas Asian men exhibit

relatively feminine facial cues (Johnson et al., 2012).
Intrapersonally,someevidencesupports thenotion that race

may be associated with gay men’s reports of their own sexual

rolepreferences.Forexample,Han(2006)arguedthatgaymen
enact gendered stereotypes associated with their racial iden-

tity, such that Black men display a dominant, masculine form

of sexuality (e.g., topping) whereas Asian men display a sub-
missive, feminine form of sexuality (e.g., bottoming). Fur-

thermore, Phua (2007) documented that some Asian gay men

deliberately fulfill feminine stereotypes in order to attract
mateswho expectAsianmen to be submissive. Thus, previous

research suggests that links between race, gender, and sexual

roles may be evident in gay men’s self-presentations. How-
ever,mostof this researchhasbeenqualitativeand restricted to

studies ofAsianmen;quantitative research that includesBlack

andWhite men is necessary to corroborate the findings.

The Current Research

Based on available evidence, we propose that the gendered
informationsharedbyracecategoriesandsexual roles results in

overlap between the categories Black/masculine/top and the

categories Asian/feminine/bottom.Moreover, we propose that

these linksaresorobust that theywillemergeatdiverse levelsof

analysis. At the cultural level, we predict that gay men will
endorse similarly gendered stereotypes about race categories

and sexual roles, such that the categories Asian and bottom are

thoughtofas femininewhereas the categoriesBlackand topare
thought of as masculine. At the interpersonal level, we predict

that gaymenwill rely on these beliefs to determineothermen’s

sexual role preferences, labeling Asian men as bottoms due to
their relatively feminine appearance andBlackmenas tops due

to their relatively masculine appearance. At the intrapersonal
level, we predict that these associations will play out in self-

identifications, such that Asian men will tend to publicly

identify as bottoms whereas Black men will tend to publically
identify as tops.

Study 1

Accumulating evidence suggests that gay men associate racial

groupswith specific sexual roles. Indeed, perceivers have robustly

gendered beliefs about sexual roles, maintaining that tops are
masculine and dominant whereas bottoms are feminine and sub-

missive (Gil, 2007; Weinrich et al., 1992). Moreover, perceivers

endorse distinctly gendered beliefs about racial groups, indicating
that Black individuals aremasculine and dominantwhereasAsian

individuals are feminine and submissive (Galinsky et al., 2013;

Goff et al., 2008; Johnsonet al., 2012).Theseobservations suggest
that beliefs about the categoriesAsian/bottommay share feminine

content while beliefs about the categories Black/top may share

masculine content. In Study 1,we tested this overlap in gaymen’s
gendered stereotypes of racial groups and sexual roles.

Method

Participants

Atotalof126self-identifiedgaymenfromtheU.S.completedan

online study.1 Participants were 20years old on average
(SD=8.98years) and most reported a high level of education

(91% attended college). Furthermore, most participants identi-

fied as White (74%); the remainder identified as Asian (8%),
Black (10%), Latino (4%), or multiracial (5%).

Procedure

We recruited openly gay participants from Amazon Mechanical

Turk for a study about their knowledge of cultural stereotypes.

After providing consent, participants were redirected to the sur-
vey-hosting website Qualtrics, where they completed a modified

version of the Princeton Trilogy (Katz & Braly, 1933; see also

1 We excluded participants who failed to report their sexual orientation
or indicated that they were straight (n= 2).
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Devine&Elliot, 1995;Galinskyet al., 2013;Gilbert, 1951) to test

for overlap in beliefs about race categories and sexual roles. We

randomlyassignedparticipants toevaluatea listofattributesalong
one of three dimensions—gender, race, or sexual role. The list of

attributes included the original 84 descriptors used by Katz and

Braly(1933),suchasintelligent, lazy,honest,andkind,aswellas9
descriptorsthatwereaddedinanoften-citedreplication(Devine&

Elliot, 1995).
Inthegendercondition,participants(n=27)judgedthegender

typicality of each trait along a 9-point continuum (1=Very

Masculine to 9=Very Feminine).2 In the race condition, par-
ticipants (n=48) chose the top 10 attributes that they felt best

described the cultural stereotype of each of three racial groups:

Black,White, andAsian (in randomorder). The instructions read:
‘‘Below is a list of traits. Please read through the list and identify

those10traits thatmakeuptheculturalstereotypeofBlack[Asian/

White] people. Note that these characteristics may or may not
reflectyourpersonalbeliefs.Weare interested in the traits thatyou

knowtobeapartof thecultural stereotypeofBlack[Asian/White]

people, whether or not you believe the stereotypes to be true.’’In
the sexual role condition, participants (n=51) chose the top 10

attributes that best described the cultural stereotype of eachof two

sexual roles: topandbottom(in randomorder).Wedefined topsas
‘‘men who prefer to be the insertive partner during anal sex’’and

bottomsas‘‘menwhoprefer tobe the receptivepartnerduringanal

sex;’’otherwise, instructionsfor theraceandsexual roleconditions

were identical. After completing their ratings, participants pro-

vided demographic information before being debriefed.

Results and Discussion

Webeganbyexploring themostcommontraitschosentodescribe
each race and sexual role (seeTable1). In particular,we listed the

10mostfrequentlyselectedtraitswithineachcategory.Therewere

several ties in the tenth position; in these cases, we listed all of the
traits that tied for the tenthposition, resulting inuneven lists across

categories. Collectively, these lists revealed overlap between the

categories Asian/bottom and between the categories Black/top.
Out of 93 possible descriptors, the categories Asian and bottom

shared the primary traits reserved and quiet, and the categories

Black and top shared the primary traits athletic, aggressive, and
loud. Although two and three overlapping traits may not initially

seem noteworthy, recall that we examined matches only among

the most frequently selected traits within each category. The fact
that we uncovered two and three matching words among these

primary traits is compelling because the chances of a match are

quite low given an initial bank of 93 words.3

Next, we calculated the mean gender rating for each trait

based upon responses from participants in the gender condition,

and we averaged these values within each race and sexual role
condition to obtain an overall gender score for each category.

Table 1 Most frequently endorsed traits chosen within each race category and sexual role in Study 1

Asian Black White Top Bottom

Intelligent (33) Athletic (22) Materialistic (20) Aggressive (27) Sensitive (27)

Scientifically-minded (27) Loud (20) Very religious (18) Straightforward (23) Pleasure-loving (23)

Loyal to family ties (21) Lazy (17) Conservative (17) Athletic (21) Quiet (21)

Brilliant (19) Musical (17) Industrious (16) Pleasure-loving (19) Sexually perverse (19)

Shrewd (17) Criminal (16) Intelligent (15) Sportsmanlike (18) Kind (18)

Quiet (17) Aggressive (15) Practical (14) Arrogant (17) Artistic (17)

Reserved (16) Poor (15) Boastful (13) Sexually perverse (17) Reserved (17)

Meditative (14) Violent (15) Tradition-loving (13) Passionate (17) Generous (17)

Industrious (14) Low intelligence (12) Sophisticated (12) Suave (16) Sensual (16)

Tradition-loving (14) Uneducated (12) Gluttonous (12) Loud (15) Passionate (15)

Efficient (14) Ambitious (12)

Conventional (12)

M= 4.46, SD= 0.75 M= 3.89, SD= 0.99 M= 4.31, SD= 0.79 M= 3.60, SD= 0.91 M= 5.25, SD= 0.95

The number of participants who listed each trait appears in parentheses, andmean gender ratings of the traits within each category appear below.We
aimed to list the top 10 traits in each category, but there were several ties in the 10th position. In these cases, we listed all traits that tied for the 10th
position

2 We recruited fewermen for the gender condition than for the race and
sexual role conditions because the gender ratings were fully within-
subject (i.e., participants evaluated all traits on a continuous gender
scale). Thus, fewer observations were required to achieve high power in
the gender condition compared to the checklists in the other two
conditions. Because gay men are somewhat difficult to survey in large
numbers, this strategy helped to ensure appropriate power while being
sensitive to the constraints of Mechanical Turk’s online sample.

3 Wecalculatedpriorprobabilitiesusingcombinatorics,whichrevealed
that the chances of obtaining exactly twomatches in a 10word list given
anoriginal sample of 93words is [C(10,3)*C(83,7)]/C(93,10)& 22.0%
and the chances of exactly three matches is [C(10,4)*C(83,6)]/C(93.10)
&6.2%.
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These means were ordered as expected (Fig. 1). In particular,

beliefsabout thecategoryAsianweremore feminine thanbeliefs

about thecategoryWhite,whichweremorefemininethanbeliefs
about the category Black (Ms=4.46, 4.31, and 3.89, respec-

tively). Similarly, beliefs about bottoms were more feminine

than beliefs about tops (Ms=5.25 and 3.60, respectively). We
alsonotedthat themeangenderratingoftraitschosentorepresent

the categories Asian and bottom were similar (Ms=4.46 and

5.25, respectively), as were the mean gender ratings of traits
chosen to represent the categories Black and top (Ms=3.89 and

3.60, respectively). These findings provided initial support for

our hypothesis that gaymen’s beliefs about the categoriesAsian
andbottomaredistinctlyfemininewhereas theirbeliefsabout the

categories Black and top are distinctly masculine.

To provide a stronger statistical test of our hypotheses, we
examinedthegenderednatureof thetraitschosenasdescribingthe

cultural stereotype of each race category and sexual role. Again,

we calculated the average gender score for each trait based upon
responses from participants in the gender condition. Then, we

regressed the race categories (Asian, Black, White) and sexual

roles (top, bottom)onto thesegender ratings todeterminehow the
gendered nature of the stereotypes differed across categories.

Because each participant provided multiple trait ratings for mul-

tiple categories (i.e., 10 traits of tops, 10 traits of bottoms), we
analyzed thedatawith generalized estimating equations (Zeger&

Liang,1986),whicharemultilevel regressionmodels that account

forwithin-subjectdependencies indata.Unlikeotherstrategies for
analyzingmultilevel data (e.g., random coefficient models), gen-

eralized estimating equations employ quasi-likelihood estimation

to treat within-cluster dependency as a nuisance, using aworking
correlation matrix to correct for this dependency and provide re-

liable estimates of fixed effects and their standard errors. Because

our hypotheses did not concern random effects, this method

provided the most parsimonious statistical approach to our data,

allowing us to examine fixed effects of interest while simultane-
ously controlling for the nested structure of the responses. In these

analyses, we treated race as a multi-categorical predictor (0=

Asian, 1=White, 2=Black) and sexual role as a dichotomous
predictor (0=bottom, 1= top) of gender ratings (continuous).

First, we regressed gender ratings onto race. Results indicated

significant differences in the gendered nature of beliefs about
various race categories, v2(2)=4.85, p= .01. Specifically, traits

associatedwith the categoryAsianweremore feminine than traits
associated with the category Black, B=-0.17, SE=0.06, z=

-3.03,p= .002, but theydidnot differ from traits associatedwith

the category White, B=-0.06, SE=0.06, z=-1.01, p= .31.
Moreover, traits associated with the category Black were less

feminine than traits associated with the category White, B=

-0.12, SE=0.07, z=-1.73, p= .08. We also regressed gender
ratings onto sexual role. Gender ratings differed significantly

across sexual roles, v2(1)=208.06, p\.001. As expected, traits

associatedwithbottomsweremorefeminine than traits associated
with tops, B=-0.84, SE=0.06, z=-14.42, p\.001.

Collectively, these findings replicated recent work regarding

the gendered nature of race stereotypes (Galinsky et al., 2013;
Johnsonetal.,2012),insofarasgaymenreportedbeliefsthatAsian

menare feminineandBlackmenaremasculine.Thefindingsalso

extended previous work on the gendered nature of sexual role
stereotypes (Bailey, Kim, Hills, & Linsenmeier, 1997; Gil, 2007;

Weinrich et al., 1992), demonstrating that self-identified gaymen

associatebottomswithfemininityandtopswithmasculinity.Most
importantly, Study 1 provided systematic evidence of overlap in

gendered stereotypes between the categories Asian/bottom and

Black/top.Of93possibletraitdescriptions,participantsusedsome
of the same feminine words to describe the categories Asian and

bottom and some of the same masculine words to describe the

categories Black and top. Collectively, then, gay men shared
gendered beliefs about both race categories and sexual roles, re-

sulting in overlap in their conceptions of Asian men and bottoms

and of Black men and tops.

Study 2

InStudy1,we found that gaymenendorse genderedbeliefs about
racecategoriesandsexual roles, such that thecategoriesBlack/top

were similarly stereotyped as masculine whereas the categories

Asian/bottom were similarly stereotyped as feminine. Impor-
tantly, however, these findings were limited in at least two ways.

First, such explicit stereotypes reflect common stereotypical

knowledgesharedbygaymen,but theydonotnecessarily indicate
how gay men use that knowledge to interpret the sexual role

preferences of others. Second, Study 1 revealed broad relations

between race categories and gender stereotypes and between
sexual roles and gendered stereotypes, but the checklist format of

the data precluded a mechanistic analysis of the interrelationship

betweenallthreefactors.Specifically,thedatawereillsuitedtotest

Fig. 1 Mean gender ratings of the traits chosen asmost characteristic of
each race category and sexual role in Study 1.Error bars represent SEM
within each race and sexual role category
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whether gendered stereotypes statistically mediated the asso-

ciationbetweenracecategoriesandsexual rolepreferences.Study
2 addressed both of these issues by requiring participants to pro-

vide judgments of the preferred sexual role and gendered ap-

pearance of individual targets who varied systematically in their
racial appearance. We predicted that perceivers would tend to

categorize Black targets as tops because Black faces appear phe-

notypically masculine, but that they would tend to categorize
Asian targets as bottoms because Asian faces appear pheno-

typically feminine.

Method

Participants

A total of 57 self-identified gaymen from theU.S. completed an

online study.4 Participants were 30.32years old on average

(SD=8.05years) and most reported a high level of education
(86% attended college). Furthermore, most identified as White

(74%), thoughseveral identifiedasBlack(14%),Asian(7%),or

multiracial (5%). Participants were fairly diverse in terms of
their own preferred sexual role (2% exclusive bottom, 26%

bottom/versatile, 40% versatile, 23% top/versatile, 9% exclu-

sive top).

Procedure

AsinStudy1,werecruitedopenlygayparticipantsfromAmazon
Mechanical Turk for a study about their perceptions of other

people. After providing consent, participants were redirected to

the survey-hosting website Qualtrics, where they evaluated 75
malefacesfromJohnsonetal. (2012).Thesestimuliwerecreated

with face modeling software that estimates phenotypic features

based upon parameters observed in several hundred three-di-
mensional face scans of the human population (FaceGen

Modeler) (Blanz&Vetter,1999).Specifically, thefacesdepicted

15 unique male identities whose apparent race varied along a
5-level continuum ranging from‘‘Very Asian’’ to‘‘Very Black’’

(Fig. 2).Wecropped each image so that internal facial structures

(e.g., eyes, nose, brow) were visible, but hair was not.
After providing consent, participants viewed each target face

twice, providingaunique setof judgments ineachblock.Stimuli

were presented randomly within each block and the order of
blocks was counterbalanced across participants. In one block,

participants rated each target’s preferred sexual role (1= ex-

clusively bottom to 10= exclusively top). In the other block,
participants rated each target’s gendered appearance (1=mas-

culine to 10= feminine). Afterward, participants provided de-

mographic information before being debriefed.

Results and Discussion

We conducted preliminary analyses with generalized estimat-

ing equations to test our hypothesis that perceived sexual roles

varied as a function of both race and gender phenotypes. Then,
to testwhethergendered featuresdrove theassociationbetween

racial phenotype and perceived sexual role, we employed the

multilevel mediation approach described by Bauer, Preacher,
andGil (2006). This is a widely acceptedmethod for assessing

mediation with nested data, providing unbiased estimates of

indirect and total effects using Monte Carlo simulations with
10,000 draws. In all analyses, we treated targets’ apparent race

as a continuous variable (-2=Very Asian, -1=Slightly

Asian, 0=White, 1= Slightly Black, 2=Very Black). When
used as a predictor,we scoredgender ratingscontinuously after

mean-centering.

We began by testing the association between targets’ racial
phenotypes and their presumed sexual roles. Specifically, we

regressed perceived sexual role onto apparent race. As targets

movedfromVeryAsian toVeryBlack, theyweremore likely to
be perceived as tops, B=0.41, SE=0.07, z=6.22, p\.001

(Fig. 3). This effectwas notmoderated by participant preferred

sexual role (p= .18), participant age (p= .76), participant
education (p= .78), or participant race (p= .11). In fact, to test

the robustness of the effect, we recomputed the original re-

gression while controlling for all demographic variables col-
lected during the study. After accounting for these covariates,

theassociationbetweenapparentraceandperceivedsexualrole
remained identical after rounding, B=0.41, SE=0.07, z=

6.22, p\.001.

Next, we tested the association between targets’ perceived
gender and presumed sexual roles. Specifically, we regressed

perceived sexual role onto perceived gender. As gendered

perceptions changed from feminine to masculine, targets were
more likely to be perceived as tops, B=-0.35, SE=0.05,

z=-7.49, p\.001 (Fig. 4). Again, this effect was not moder-

ated by participant preferred sexual role (p= .47), participant
age (p= .72), participant education (p= .44), or participant

race (p= .29). To test the robustness of the effect, we recom-

puted the original regression while controlling for all demo-
graphic variables collected during the study. After accounting

for these covariates, the association between perceived gender

and perceived sexual role remained identical after rounding,
B=0.35, SE=0.05, z=-7.49, p\.001.

Finally, we used the multilevel approach outlined by Bauer

et al. (2006) to test whether perceived gender statistically medi-
ated the association between apparent race and perceived sexual

role. Monte Carlo simulations revealed a significant indirect ef-

fect of perceived gender (p\.001, 95% CI [0.04–0.11]). This
finding indicates that Black men were labeled as tops in part

because they were perceived to be masculine, and Asian men

were labeledasbottoms inpartbecause theywereperceived tobe
feminine.

4 We excluded participants who failed to report their sexual orientation
or indicated that they were straight (n= 2).
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Study 2 built upon our initial findings by demonstrating that

overlappingbeliefsabout thegenderednatureofracecategories
and sexual role preferences guide interpersonal perceptions. In

particular, we found that targets were likely to be labeled as

bottoms when they appeared phenotypically Asian, but they
were likely to be labeled as tops when they appeared pheno-

typically Black. Moreover, these race-based categorizations

occurredduetooverlapbetweengenderedandracial features in
the face:Asianmalefaceswere labeledasbottomsbecause they

appeared relatively feminine, and Black male faces were la-

beled as tops because they appeared relatively masculine.
Collectively, these findings reveal that overlapping race and

gender cues drive perceptions of gay men’s preferred sexual

roles.

Study 3

Thus far, we have demonstrated that gendered information—both
semantic and visual—links gay men’s perceptions of race cate-

gories to their perceptions of sexual roles.Up to now, however, our

data have been mute about the reliability of these knowledge
structures. In light of our initial findings that gay men endorsed

gendered stereotypes linking the categories Asian/bottom and

Black/top (Study 1), and that gay men actively used these stereo-
types to identify other men’s preferred sexual roles (Study 2), we

reasoned that racial minority men might identify their own sexual

role preferences in a similar manner. That is, we hypothesized that
the stereotypes and perceptual biases we uncovered may be

veridicalinsofarasAsianmentendtopublicallyidentifythemselves

asbottomsandBlackmen tend topublically identify themselves as

Fig. 2 Example stimuli for Study 2, depicting two male faces that range in phenotypic features from Asian (left) to White (middle) to Black (right)

Fig. 3 Perceived sexual role as a function of targets’ apparent race in
Study 2. Error bars represent SEMwithin each apparent race category

Fig. 4 Perceived gender as a function of targets’ apparent race in Study
2. Error bars represent SEMwithin each apparent race category
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tops. We tested these hypotheses with a content analysis of gay

men’s profiles on a popular hookupwebsite.

Method

Procedure

Wecoded thepreferred sexual role (bottom,bottom/versatile, top/

versatile, top), race (Asian, White, Black), and age (continuous)
listed inprofiles ona free andpublic hookupwebsite formenwho

havesexwithmen(www.manhunt.net).5Weaccessedthewebsite

on 10 consecutive days and recorded information from profiles
displayedon thefirst 10pages for eachof 10major cities (one city

per day): Atlanta, Boston, the District of Columbia, Detroit,

Houston, Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco,
and Seattle. Only profiles that displayed all of the relevant infor-

mation (i.e., sexual role, race, age) were coded for analysis.

Results and Discussion

Our content analysis yielded 879 profiles, representing roughly

10% of the profiles from each major city that we sampled. On

average, website users were 37.92years old (SD=9.98) and 18%
identified as bottom, 27% identified as bottom/versatile, 26%

identifiedas top/versatile, and29%identifiedas tops.Furthermore,

8% of profiles (n=69) belonged to Asian men, 6% (n=48) be-
longed toBlackmen, and 87% (n=762) belonged toWhitemen.

To determine whether gay men’s self-reported sexual role

preferencesco-variedwiththeirrace,wefirstemployedChisquare
tests. For ease of interpretation, we collapsedmenwho identified

asbottomandmenwho identifiedasbottom/versatile intoa single

category(bottom),andwecollapsedmenwhoidentifiedastopand
menwhoidentifiedastop/versatileintoasinglecategory(top).6As

expected, theproportionof self-identified topsandbottomsvaried

significantly across race categories, v2(2)=59.23, p\.001.

AmongAsianmen, 82.4% listed bottomas their preferred sexual
role and 17.6% listed top as their preferred sexual role. Among

Whitemen,43.8%listedbottomas their preferred sexual role and

56.2%listed topas theirpreferredsexual role.AmongBlackmen,
12.5%listedbottomastheirpreferredsexualroleand87.5%listed

top as their preferred sexual role. Thus, we observed a strong

tendency forAsianmen to identify as bottoms and for Blackmen
to identify as tops; White men were intermediate in their de-

scriptions of their preferred sexual roles (Fig.5).

As amore stringent test of our hypotheses, we used generalized
estimatingequationstoaccountfor thefact thatourdatawerenested

within10cities.Upon regressingpreferred sexual role (0=bottom,

1= top)ontorace (0=Asian,1=White,2=Black),wefoundthat
the proportion of tops and bottoms varied significantly across race

categories, v2(2)=8.56, p= .01. The odds of aWhite man identi-

fyingasa topwerenearlysix timeshigher than theoddsofanAsian
man identifying as a top, B=1.78, SE=0.29, z=6.18, p\.001,

OR=5.93.TheoddsofaBlackmanidentifyingasatopwerenearly

six times higher than the odds of aWhiteman identifying as a top,
B=1.76, SE=0.38, z=4.67, p\.001, OR=5.81. Finally, the

odds of a Blackman identifying as a top were more than 34 times

higher than theoddsof anAsianman identifyingasa top,B=3.54,
SE=0.40, z=8.76,p\.001,OR=34.47. These findings indicate

that Black men were most likely to identify as tops, followed by

White men and thenAsianmen.
Thus, Study 3 revealed that Asian men tended to publicly

self-identify as bottoms whereas Black men tended to self-

identify as tops on a public hookup website. While we cannot
determine whether these tendencies reflect innate preferences

or the internalization of stereotypes uncovered in Studies 1 and

2, thefindingsprovideclear evidenceof race-basedpositioning

Fig. 5 Percentage of participants identifying with each sexual role as a
function of race category in Study 3

5 Most studiesofgaymen’s sexual rolepreferences, including the initial
studies reportedhere,havefocusedon thecategories‘‘bottom’’and‘‘top.’’
To remain consistent with that work, we excluded profiles that listed
‘‘versatile’’as their sexual role preference. Although it is an interesting
phenomenon, a better understanding of sexual role versatility awaits
future investigation.
6 We also examined these effects with bottom, bottom/versatile, top/
versatile,and topasseparatecategories.Thepatternof resultswasconcep-
tually identical to those presented above. Overall, sexual role preferences
varied significantly across race categories, v2(6)=70.50, p\.001.Among
Asianmen, 44% identified as bottoms, 38% identified as bottom/versatile,
10%identifiedas top/versatile, and7%identifiedas tops.AmongBlack
men, 2% identified as bottoms, 10% identified as bottom/versatile, 40%
identifiedas top/versatile, and48%identifiedas tops.AmongWhitemen,
16% identified as bottoms, 28% identified as bottom/versatile, 30%
identified as top/versatile, and 26% identified as tops. Thus, we obtained
similar resultswhenanalyzing the categoriesbottomandbottom/versatile
and the categories top and top/versatile together and separately, buttress-
ing our conclusions about the intrapersonal links between race categories
and sexual role preferences.
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in gay men’s reports of their own sexual preferences. That is,

gay men’s self-reported sexual role preferences varied along
racial lines that matched the cultural and interpersonal belief

systems described in Studies 1 and 2.

General Discussion

Sexual rolepreferences (i.e., top/bottom)arean important aspect

of gaymale identity, as they are imbuedwith information about
behavioral tendencies, physical appearances, and personality

traits. The studies reported here add to the small but growing

literature on this topic by demonstrating that sexual role prefer-
ences intersect with race categories in distinctly genderedways.

In particular, we found that cultural stereotypes, interpersonal

perceptions, and individual self-labels coalesce to characterize
Asian men as feminine bottoms and Black men as masculine

tops.Whitemenwere intermediate, being consistently linked to

neither the bottom nor the top label. This does not necessarily
mean that White men were considered versatile; instead,White

menappearedtobemoreevenlyspreadacrossthetopandbottom

roles than were Black and Asian men.
This pattern of effects replicated across three different levels

of analysis. Study 1 revealed that gay men endorsed similarly

feminine stereotypes about the categoriesAsian andbottom, and
similarly masculine stereotypes about the categories Black and

top. Study2 revealed that these belief systemsguided judgments

of other men’s preferred sexual roles at zero acquaintance, such
that perceivers were prone to label Asian men as bottoms and

Black men as tops because of their relatively feminine and

masculine facial appearances, respectively. These findings sug-
gest thatthegenderedoverlapbetweenracecategoriesandsexual

roles helps to drive gay men’s understandings of others’ sexual

rolepreferences.Suchperceptionshave importantconsequences
insofar as they may predict actual sexual behaviors. Indeed,

previous researchsuggested thatgaymenoftenaccept the sexual

role that is expectedof themby their partner (Hoppe,2011).This
is not to say thatmen’s personal preferences play no role in their

behavior; they certainly do. But in addition to pre-existing

preferences, we suggest that interpersonal heuristics may influ-
ence self-perceptions and perhaps even guide sexual behavior.

Study 3 added further weight to these findings by revealing

that racialminority individuals tend to self-identifywith specific
sexual roles: Black men overwhelmingly labeled themselves as

tops and Asian men overwhelmingly labeled themselves as

bottoms on a public hookup website. One explanation for these
preferences is that they reflect innate differences in gendered

behaviors and sexual preferences across racial groups. Another

explanation is that these preferences reflect the internalization of
cultural stereotypes. There is at least some limited evidence to

support the latter possibility. For example, research in social

psychology has documented powerful effects of stereotypes on
human behavior and self-identification (Chen & Bargh, 1997;

Galinsky et al., 2013;Kelly&Floyd, 2001; Skrypnek&Snyder,

1982). Moreover, several recent studies documented that some
gay men feel pressure to fulfill stereotypes associated with their

racial group (Han, 2006; Phua, 2007). Coupled with the current

findings, this work raises the possibility that stereotypes and
perceptual biases may lead Asian men to align themselves with

the bottom role and Black men to align themselves with the top

role. Of course, existing data are far fromdefinitive on this issue.
Longitudinal work or experimental studies that manipulate the

salience of racial group stereotypes and test their impact on self-
reported sexual roles will be necessary to determine the causal

underpinnings of these trends.

Taken together, our findings offer several theoretical insights.
First, recent qualitative studies have suggested that gay men’s

sexual role preferences may be distinctly racialized (Han, 2006;

Wilson et al., 2009), but quantitative studies have been lacking.
Ourworkbegins tofill thisgap,demonstratingstatisticallyreliable

links between the categories Black/top and the categories Asian/

bottom. Second, a growing number of studies have explicated the
gendered nature of race stereotypes (Goff et al., 2008; Johnson

etal.,2012),andat leastoneseriesofstudiesapplied thesefindings

to relationship outcomes among racialminorities (Galinsky et al.,
2013). Our study replicated these findings and extended them to

the gay community, demonstrating that overlapping beliefs about

racial groups and gendered features were manifest in gay men’s
perception of and identificationwith certain sexual roles. Third, a

robust literature has demonstrated that perceivers rely on facial

cues to assign individuals to perceptually ambiguous social cate-
gories (Carpinella&Johnson, 2013;Freeman, Johnson,Ambady,

&Rule,2010;Johnson&Ghavami,2011;Rule&Ambady,2008;

fora review, seeTskhay&Rule,2013b).Our studiescontribute to
this literature by demonstrating that gay men rely on gender and

race phenotypes to label others as tops or bottoms. Collectively,

these insights provide theoretical advances across disciplines
within the social sciences.

Aside from its theoretical implications, research on this topic is

also important becausedifferences in sexual behavior across racial
groups can have serious health consequences. Indeed, health risks

are unequally distributed across sexual roles, such that bottoms are

more likely to contract HIV during unprotected anal sex than are
tops (Moskowitz et al., 2008;Wegesin&Meyer-Bahlburg, 2000).

Thus, the fact that gayAsianmenare expected to act in a feminine

manner and that they tend to identify themselves as bottoms may
put them at heightened risk for disease. Consistent with this pos-

sibility, several recent studies have highlighted potentially height-

ened disease risk among Asian men. For example, unrecognized
HIV infection is more than twice as common among men who

identify as bottoms than among men who identify as tops, and

bottom is the sexual role most frequently endorsed by Asian men
(Wei & Raymond, 2011). Furthermore, Asian gay men who en-

counterdiscriminationrelatedtostereotypesthatAsiansarepassive

and feminine are most likely to report engaging in risky sexual
behavior (Wilson&Yoshikawa, 2004). Finally, public health data
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indicate that unprotected anal intercourse may be more common

among Asians than among any other group of men who have sex
with men (Choi, Han, Hudes, & Kegeles, 2002; Lye Chng &

Geliga-Vargas, 2000). While we are not aware of recent statistics

indicatinghigher ratesofHIVdiagnosisamongAsianmenrelative
tootherracialgroups,thesefindingshighlightapotentiallyincreased

risk of HIV for this group. Continued research on the interpersonal

and intrapersonal processes leading to these risky sexual decisions
may therefore have important public health implications.

In conclusion, gay men endorse distinctly gendered stereo-
types of both racial categories and sexual roles that link Black

men to the category top and Asian men to the category bottom.

These stereotypes are present not only ingeneral belief systems,
butalsoininterpersonalandintrapersonal labelingprocesses.As

such, intersecting race and gender identities are critical to our

understanding of sexual role preferences and their perceptions
among gay men.
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